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PREFACE

This report is a major output of a program in spatial properties of low-frequency acoustic fields in
the deep ocean. This project was instituted at the Naval Research Laboratory in 1974 to provide a
priori estimates of the capabilities or limits to large-array construction and performance due to coher-
ence degradation from environmental causes. Although the project work has emphasized stochastic
propagation measures of irregularities in the ocean, a significant effort was allotted to developing formu-
lations applicable in three-dimensional deterministic ocean environments. The methods described in
this report have been used in theoretical studies of propagation as well as for pre-experimental predic-
tions and verifications.

The objective of the present report is to present the techniques, as well as the resultant computer
implementation, for the first numerical algorithm for acoustic propagation able to incorporate arbitrary

environmental information in three dimensions. Since in many instances there is little, if any, fine-
scale structure that needs to be included in a statistical fashion, it is appropriate in such scenarios to
treat the propagation as a deterministic process. Especially it is in regions with large (order of 100 km)
three-dimensional features that the model described herein has its greatest utility.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC-EQUATION-BASED
ESTIMATION OF THE OCEAN ACOUSTIC FIELD

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of sound in the ocean is influenced by many factors. These include both
processes that are deterministic and processes that can be best described statistically. Deterministic
processes include both refraction and diffraction; processes best described statistically include scattering
by both volume inhomogeneities and bathymetric irregularities. There have been many theoretical for-
mulations and computer-based implementations of deterministic solutions of the governing equations of
sound propagation. Reference I is an excellent survey of these models. Most of these models are two
dimensional. Interest in three-dimensional acoustic propagation models has increased due to the need
to understand and predict the performance of acoustic antennas in ocean environments which vary in
all spatial dimensions.

We have by use of the parabolic-equation (PE) technique developed numerical algorithms and a
sequence of FORTRAN programs to model underwater acoustic propagation in three dimensions

. through a deterministic ocean region. These programs reside on the Texas Instruments Advanced
*Scientific Computer (ASC) system at NRL and are available to the Navy scientific community through

the Navy Laboratory Computer Network (NALCON). They represent the first implementation of a
model predicting the received field in an ocean region capable of handling botn an arbitrary three-
dimensionally varying sound-speed field and arbitrary bathymetry. Thus, it is possible to investigate
propagation in an environment where the presence of a mesoscale feature, such as a front or an eddy,
introduces an azimuthal inhomogeneity. How such a feature affects the apparent source bearing, the
array signal gain, and the spreading of the incoming energy can be studied numerically.

We have developed a technique which uses the PE approximation to the Helmholtz equation for
acoustic propagation and solves the equation using a three-dimensional (3D) extension of the split-step
algorithm. There are two versions of the 3D PE model: a complete version best restricted to low-
frequency propagation and an approximate version that can accommodate higher frequency propagation.
As currently implemented on the ASC, the complete (low-frequency) version requires the maximum
water depth to be less than approximately 100 acoustic wavelengths, due to central memory limitations.
This version allows for either a full 3D model, requiring the use of direct and inverse Fourier
transforms in two dimensions (depth and azimuthal angle), 2 or a modified approach which treats each
specified azimuthal angle as a separate (two-dimensional) case.3 We will refer to the latter approach as
the N x 2D method. This method, which does not perform transforms in angle, is typically faster by
40% to 50%. Although this technique does not allow energy to transfer between different vertical
planes, the phase may vary with azimuthal angle, allowing wavefronts to bend. This has been shown to
be an excellent approximation for waterborne propagation. 3

The high-frequency version is based on the ability with the N x 2D method to efficiently main-
tain certain large matrices on disk (instead of in central memory). This allows finer grids and therefore
higher frequencies. If the frequency is sufficiently high that the maximum water depth is greater than
100 wavelengths, then the N x 2D approach, as implemented in the high-frequency version, must be
used. On a computer with greater central memory than NRL's ASC (which has roughly 172 user-
available memory pages, where I page is 4096 32-bit words) the 100-wavelength limit of the complete(low-frequency) version could be raised. The high-frequency version can accommodate approximately

1500 wavelengths in the water column.

Manuscript approved January 4, 1983.
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All of the programs in this package have been written to make full use of the vectorizing and
pipelining capabilities of the ASC, which is a two-pipe machine with an optimizing compiler and is
capable of computation speeds of 50 million floating-point operations per second for certain vector cal-
culations. This enables rapid calculation of the fast Fourier transforms (FTs) on which the model is
heavily dependent. The FORTRAN codes are easily transportable to another computer, except for pos-
sible modifications required by disk input/output or graphic results.

In the next section we outline the theoretical formulations of the PE approximation and the split-
step algorithm. A more detailed derivation of the 3D extension of the split-step algorithm is contained
in Appendix A. The remaining sections are devoted to the programs comprising the computer model.
We explain the purpose of each program, its implementation, and its operation on the ASC. Special
attention is placed on the differences between the two versions discussed previously. Appendix B con-
tains a sample run of the sequence of programs, including inputs and illustrative graphic outputs.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC-EQUATION THEORY

In cylindrical coordinates the Helmholtz equation for 3D acoustic wave propagation in the ocean is

I- a eB + + I-- + kan 2(rzO)p - 0,
r Or Orj 1z2  r2 8 rz9)2, 1

where

ko - wavenumber - 2wrf/co,
n(rz,O) - refraction index - coc(rze),

p - acoustic pressure,
f - source frequency,

Co - reference sound speed,
c(r.z,9) - sound speed,

r - range,
z - depth,
# - azimuthal angle.

The solution of Eq. (1) can be written as

p(rz,) - 0 (rz,0), (2)

where 0 satisfies

0,, + 0= + 2ik0 0, + -0 + k n -1 + 1 -0. (2a)

We may assume that 0/r 2 is negligible in the far field and that4

101<< 12ko0j,. (2b)

The physical assumptions have been well considered in the'literature. 5- 7 We now may say that 0
approximately satisfies

096r 2o: d)=(b + 2ikor , + -- +k ( 2 -) -O (3)

An approximate solution of Eq. (3) can be found using the split-step algorithm, which marches the
solution 40 in range according to 2
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4)(r + jrz,9) expj1.1 (ni2 0 1)1

2kor(r + A, ) 2k0  2 4rzO)ll 4

where F and F'1 are the Fourier transform and inverse transform in depth and Fe and F;I are the
transform and inverse transform in angle. A derivation of this formula is outlined in Appendix A.

The corresponding formula for the N x2D approach is3

4)(r + Ar,:;O) -- exp {~-J (n2 - 1)Arj ' Iexp l Fz(4(r~z;9))I (5)r- I sW h"rl
where 0 is simply a parameter. The dependence of n on 0 is retained. Thus, the N x 2D method does
not allow energy to transfer between different vertical planes, but phase may vary with 0, allowing
wavefronts to bend. This has been shown to be an excellent approximation for waterborne propaga-
tion.3 The N x 2D method cannot be used when there is significant horizontal redirection of energy
due to bottom reflection.

In practice, the angle transforms of Eq. (4) are accomplished with the fast Fourier transform
(FFT), and the depth transforms of Eqs. (4) and (5) are accomplished with a fast sine transform.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION

We have written a package of FORTRAN programs to numerically solve Eqs. (4) and (5). These
programs reside on the Texas Instruments Advanced Scientific Computer (ASC) at NRL. The struc-

$ ture of this set of programs, their relationships to one another, their titles, and their place in the whole
calculation are schematically shown in Figs. 1 through 4.

The heart of the 3D PE calculation is the program SPLCYL, which is an implementation of the
split-step algorithm. Before the algorithm can be executed, the bottom topography, the sound-speed
field (and hence n(r,z,O)), and an initial pressure field must be specified. These tasks are separ.::-d
from the main program SPLCYL and are performed in the preliminary programs BOT3D, PRO3D, and
START3.

Program BOT3D reads in bottom-depth data and generates an output file containing the ocean
bathymetry. This file (FT03F001) serves as input to programs PRO3D, START3, and SPLCYL. Pro-
gram BOT3D can also produce a plot of the ocean bottom.

Similarly program PRO3D reads in sound-speed-versus-depth profiles and generates an output file
of sound-speed profiles. This file (FT02FOOI) serves as input to programs START3, SPLCYL. and
TRNISM. Program PRO3D also produces plots of the sound-speed field in the form of sound-speed
contours for depth versus range (at a fixed azimuthal angle) and angle versus range (at a fixed depth).

Programs BOT3D and PRO3D both edit and interpolate the input data to reduce the computing

and storage loads of succeeding programs. Also, both are common to the low- and high-frequency ver-
sions of the 3D PE model. However, the choice of some of their input parameters (such asyinterpola-

tion tolerances) may depend on whether the full 3D or N x 2D approach is to be employed by

Program START3 generates the initial (startup) field that will be subsequently propagated, or
stepped out in range, by the split-step algorithm in program SPLCYL. This field can be achieved in

3
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PERKINS, BAER, ROCHE, AND PALMER

one of three ways: by a normal-mode calculation,8 ' 9 by a functional form which is Gaussian in depth, or

by a user-supplied complex-FORTRAN-function subroutine to override the Gaussian. The normal-

mode method is more accurate but considerably more expensive, especially at higher frequencies. In
any case the initial field is written onto file FT21F00I for input to program SPLCYL. Also, program
START3 can produce a plot of the initial pressure field. Program START3 differs somewhat between
the low- and high-frequency versions. The high-frequency version allows some matrices (most notably
those which hold the eigenvectors) to be dimensioned much larger than the corresponding matrices in
the low-frequency version. The high- and low-frequency versions of program START3 have the same
input parameters.

Program SPLCYL is the primary program of the 3D PE model. It performs the actual split-step

algorithm to produce the PE solution at each specified depth, range, and azimuthal angle. The low-
frequency version allows the user to choose whether or not to use a full 3D model, which requires the

use of direct and inverse Fourier transforms in two dimensions (angle and depth), or a modified
approach which treats each angle as a separate two-dimensional case, the N x 2D method. The high-
frequency version of program SPLCYL uses the N x 2D method.

Input to program SPLCYL includes card-image data and the three previously gener i files of

bottom topography (FT03F001), sound-speed field (FT02F001), and initial startup field ,h;F001).
Output includes printout and at least two output files. One file (FT88F001) contains the pf 'ted pres-
sure field as a function of depth, angle, and range. The other file (FT04F001) serves as a Yement

file for reading the first file (FT88F001). Both files serve as input to the two succeeding p ediction

processing programs TL3D and TRNISM. In addition to these two files, program SPLC' ."onally

generates one or more restart files (FT22FOO1, FT23F001, ... ). Each restart file contains ;ssure
field at a given range, which can be used to restart the split-step algorithm (replace the in..... field on
FT21FO01).

There are two followup programs to program SPLCYL: programs TL3D and TRNISM. Program
TL3D uses the pressure-field solution from program SPLCYL (FT88F001) to optionally generate the
following plots: transmission loss versus range (at fixed angle and depth), transmission loss versus
angle (at fixed range and depth), and transmission loss versus depth (at fixed range and angle). TL3D
also optionally creates output files (FT66F001, FT67FO,01 ... ) which are files of the pressure field at
an input fixed range, angle, or depth. These files can later be used to generate gray-scale plots of inten-
sity on the VAX 11/780 computer system of the Large Aperture Acoustics Branch at NRL.

Program TRNISM draws isometric plots of acoustic intensity-versus-arrival angle as a function of
range and also predicts the performance of a (perhaps tilted) horizontal line array when the array is
within the region of the calculated pressure field. The array performance statistics include the arrival

angle of maximum intensity, the 3-dB beamwidth, and the array signal gain.

Finally, there are ASC library files associated with the low- and high-frequency versions. LIB3D
is a library file containing the subprograms for all of the low-frequency PE programs. When running
any of the low-frequency programs, the user must allow the ASC access to LIB3D. Then, whenever a

subprogram is called, the ASC searches through LIB3D until it finds the subprogram in question. Simi-

larly, HILIB contains the subprograms for the high-frequency version. Although many of the subpro-
grams in LIB3D are identical to their HILIB counterparts, because of the differences between the low-

and high-frequency versions several LIB3D subprograms differ significantly from the corresponding
HILIB subprograms. It is, therefore. essentialto use the correct library file.

p PROGRAM BOT3D: GENERATION OF THE BATHYMETRY

Program BOT3D generates a file (FT03F001) describing the bottom topography, which is then
used in subsequent programs Input to BOT3D is in the form of bathymetric data on card-image files.

6
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The output bathymetry is the result of editing and interpolating input information. This processing is
done to minimize the amount of information (and subsequent processing) needed to adequately
describe the ocean bottom.

Program BOT3D uses the range parameters (in kilometers) RANMIN, RANINC, and RANMAX
and the angle parameters (in degrees) ANGMIN, ANGINC, and ANGMAX to define the initial
range-azimuthal-angle grid shown in Fig. S. This grid dete,'mines candidate locations in range-angle
space where bottom depths may be calculated and recorded. Program BOT3D also reads in a sequence
of bottom depths and their range-angle locations:

(RANGE(l), ANGLE(I), DEP(1), I1 1, NPTS) (km, deg, m).

3

s 1 RAM\\

/ \
//

/ /

.//

N\ /J' ANGMIN /

oJ 4

Fig. 5 - Sample range-angle grid for program BOT3D. Depth values have been specified at the four locations labeled 1, 2,
3, and 4. Two triangles have been specified, as indicated by the dasl"-d lines. The circles indicate the three test points
(MI - 3) for each range.

Thus there are NPTS data points. These data points, which may be read without regard to order, are
then indexed in the order in which they are read. From these points the user constructs triangles (Fig.
5) which in the aggregate must overlay the initial range-angle grid. The triangles are used in determin-
ing the bottom depth at any grid point. For a given grid point, program BOT3D finds the triangle
which encompasses that grid point and then determines the bottom depth at the grid point by fitting a
plane through the depths at the triangle vertices (the bottom is triangularly faceted).

7
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PERKINS, BAER, ROCIE, AND PALMER

The triangles are specified by the user through the input array LTRI. Array LTRI is two-
dimensional with three columns and NTRI rows, where NTRI is the number of triangles to be con-
structed. For each row of LTRI (triangle) the column values are the indices of the input depth loca-
tions defining the vertices of the triangle. That is, ((LTRI(l,J), J- 1, 3), I- 1, NTRI) specifies, by ver-
tex triples, a total of NTRI sets of three depth-location numbers defining NTRI triangles. For the case
depicted in Fig. 5, NTRI-2 and two triples of numbers would be read in, such as 1 2 3 1 2 4.

Once the range-angle grid and the triangles are constructed, the parameters Ml, ANGTOL (m),
and RANTOL (m) are used to decide at which grid points the depth will be recorded. The program
uses a two-level procedure to determine at which grid points bottom depths are to be recorded. First, it
steps in range and performs a test to decide if depth values are needed at the current range. If no
values are needed, the range is incremented and the test is repeated at the new range. When this test
shows that depth values are needed at a particular range, the second level of the procedure is employed.
The program now steps in angle from ANGMIN to ANGMAX (holding the range constant), perform-
ing tests to determine which angles require depth values, RANTOL and ANGTOL are depth tolerances
used in the range and angle testing procedures respectively. When it is decided that the bottom depth
should be recorded at a given range-angle combination, the depth is determined, as previously stated,
by finding which input triangle the point is in and then fitting a plane through the depths at the triangle
vertices.

The range incrementing and testing procedure is as follows. Depth values are always recorded at
range RANMIN. Once the depths at a particular range have been recorded, the program decides if any
depths at all are to be recorded at the next incremented range on the grid. This is accomplished by test
points determined by ANGMIN, ANGMAX, and MI, with MI test points being set up at equally
spaced angles between ANGMIN and ANGMAX inclusive (Fig. 5). At each test angle the depths at
the last recorded range and the current range are compared. If the depth differences at all test points
are less than RANTOL, no depths are recorded for the current range, and program BOT3D goes on to
consider succeeding ranges. The test at succeeding ranges is more complicated. At each test angle, it
must be possible to regenerate (with error less than RANTOL) the depth values for all the intervening
ranges between the last recorded range and the current range using linear interpolation. Otherwise, the
test is failed, and depths must be recorded at the range step immediately preceding the current range.
If the test is passed, the range is incremented, and the test is repeated. Regardless of the value of
RANTOL, depths are always recorded at RANMAX.

The angle incrementing and testing procedure is as follows. If it has been decided to record bot-
tom depths at a given range, the program finds the depth at angle ANGMIN and records it. Also, that
depth is initially denoted the test depth. Then, stepping in the direction toward ANGMAX to the next
angle on, Lhe grid at that range, the program determines the depth at the new angle. If the difference
between this depth and the test depth is less than ANGTOL, the new depth is not recorded, and the
program moves on to the succeeding angles. It must be possible to regenerate (within an error of
ANGTOL) the depth values of all intervening angles between the last recorded angle and the current
angle by linear interpolation or the test is failed. If the test is failed, a depth value must be recorded at
the angle immediately preceding the current one. If the test is passed, the angle is incremented, and

. the test is repeated. A depth is always recorded at ANGMAX.

Program SPLCYL, in marching the parabolic field in range, may need depth values outside the
region defined by RANMIN, RANMAX, ANGMIN, and ANGMAX. At ranges smaller than RAN-
MIN the depth values for RANMIN will be in effect, and at ranges greater than RANMAX the values
for RANMAX will be in effect. For ainy range, the depth at angle ANGMIN will be used for angles
smaller than ANGMIN, and the depth at angle ANGMAX will be used for angles greater than ANG-
MAX.

Program BOT3D uses the data stored on FT03FOOl to create a plot of the ocean bottom.

8
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Inputs Required by Program BOT3D

The following is a list and brief descriptions of the card-image inputs of BOT3D:

MI Number of test points in ,nkle. This is used while deciding whether or not to
record the depths at a certair range. M1 =0 implies a flat bottom.

DMAX Bottom depth (i). This is input only if M1 -0.

IPLOT Plotting flag. IPLOT=l produces a bottom plot; IPLOT-0 produces no plot.

RANMIN Minimum range (kin).

RANMAX Maximum range (km).

RANINC Range increment, or step size (kin).

ANGMIN Minimum angle (deg).

ANGMIN Maximum angle (deg).

ANGINC Angle increment, or step size (deg).

The area of the ocean under consideration is described by ANGMIN, ANG-
MAX, RANMIN, and RANMAX. Specifically, concern is with ranges from
RANMIN to RANMAX km from the source and encompassed by ANGMIN to
ANGMAX degrees. Further, a grid is set up between ANGMIN and ANG-
MAX, and RANMIN and RANMAX, where points on the grid are determined
by ANGINC and RANINC.

RANTOL Depth error tolerance (m), with respect to range.

ANGTOL Depth error tolerance (m), with respect to angle.

RANTOL is used in the range incrementing and testing procedure, and
ANGTOL is used in the angle incrementing and testing procedure.

NPTS Number of bottom points to be read in.
NTRI Number of triangles to form from the input points.

RANGE(I) Range (km) of the Ith input point, I-1, NPTS.

ANGLE(I) Angle (deg) of the Ith input point; I- 1, NPTS.

DEP(I) Depth (W) of the Ith input point; I -1, NPTS.

LTRI(I,J) Index (as read in) of the range-angle-depth point defining the Jth vertex (of
three vertexes) of triangle I. For example, if LTRI(3,1) -4, LTRI(3,2) -6, and
LTRI(3,3)-7, then the third triangle has vertices of the fourth, sixth, and
seventh input points. The values LTRI can take on are from I to NPTS.

Formats for the Inputs to Program BOT3D

Input formats are as follows:

Card jnputs Format

IA MI (IS)

2A DMAX (FIO.3)
* Only cards IA and 2A are required for a flat bottom. In that case, M1 -0 and

DMAX is the constant depth.

* I 9
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I MlI, [PLOT (215)

2 RANMIN, RANMAX, ANGMIN, ANGMAX (4F10.3)
3 RANINC, ANGINC (2F1 0.3)
4 RANTOL, ANGTOL (2F1 0.3)
5 NPTS, NTRI (215)
6 RANGE(I, ANGLE(I, DEP(I), RANGE(1+ 1), ANGLE(1+ 1), DEPTH(1+I) (6F10.3)

Two range-angle-depth triples are entered per card. Card 6 is repeated until all
NPTS points are entered.

7 ((LTRI (1,J), J -1, 3), 1=-1, NTRI) (1515)
There are vertices for five triangles per card. Card 7 is repeated until vertices
for all NTRI triangles are read in.

Outputs From Program BOT3D

The outputs are as follows:

File FTO3FOOI, the bathymetric data. This file serves as input to programs PR0313, START3,
and SPLCYL.

File FTO6FOO1, the printout from BOT3D. This prints many of the input parameters, information
about the triangles, and the points generated and kept on file FT03FOO01. On the printout the tri-
angles may not be ordered or labeled as they were input.

File FT59FOOI, the bathymetric plot.

Use of Program BOT3D
The following is a sample deck for running BOT3D3:

Card
I / JOB jobname,account,usercode,CAT -5,OPT = (T,R)

a2 / LIMIT BAND -5O,SEC -500
3 / LIMIT BAND-50,SEC-OO
4 / KEYBOARD
5 / JSLOPTS OPT-(F,L,M)
6 / PD PE,USERCAT/D81/L60/PE3D
7 / PD YOU, USERCAT/ D--/ B-4/usercode
8 / DISSPLA VERS-8.2
9 / ASG LIB3D,PE/LIB3D/OLIB,USE-SH-R

10 / ASG BOTOB,PE/BOT3D/OBJ,USE-SHR
Ii / LNK LSPACE-15000, LOAD -BOTGO

*12 INCLUDE BOTOBJ/
13 LIBRARY L1B3D
14 LIBRARY DISSPOBJ

*15 / REL SYS.PRT
*16 / FXQT OPT - (l),GO -BOTGO,CPTIME -6000

*... DATA ...
17 / FOSYS FT06FOOl
18 / FOSYS FT59FOO,TYPE -PLOT
19 / CATN YOU/nodename
20 / CAT YOU/nodename/FT03FOOI ,ACNM -FTO3FOOI
21 / EOJ

10
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To run the high-frequency version, change line 9 to

9 / ASG LIB3D,PE/HILIB/OLIB,USE--SHR

Cards I through 5 and 21 need be used only if program BOT3D is not run directly from a termi-
nal (if BOT3D is run from batch, or as an EXJOB). If BOT3D is run directly from a terminal, the user
must sign on as a CATEGORY 5 job (or larger). Card 6 defines the path at which BOT3D and its sub-
programs are residing, and card 7 should be a path to the user's own files to catalog file FT03F00I for
later use. Card 8 assigns library file DISSPLA, which is a package of plotting subroutines, and card 9
assigns library file LIB3D (or HILIB, if the high-frequency version is being run), which contains
BOT3D's subprograms. Card 10 assigns the BOT3D main program. Card 11 is the ASC link com-
mand, and card 16 tells the ASC to execute BOT3D. Cards 17 and 18 have hard copies made of
BOT3D's output, and cards 19 and 20 catalog FT03FOO1 in the user's own files. Many of these cards
are used repeatedly in subsequent programs and will not be explained again. Instead the reader will bereferred to this subsection.

PROGRAM PRO3D: GENERATION OF THE SOUNb-SPEED FIELD

Program PRO3D operates much the way program BOT3D operates except that sound-speed
profiles are involved rather than bottom depth points. That is, PRO3D reads card-image sound-speed
profile data, interpolates and edits these data using triangles again, and generates an output file
(FT02F001) of the resulting profiles which describes the sound-speed field.

There are two distinct versions of PRO3D, which we will refer to as the low- and high-frequency
versions because, even though the choice of which version to use is independent of frequency, the sub-
routines for one version are in the low-frequency library and the subroutines for the other version are
in the high-frequency library. The high-frequency version is recommended for use with typical ocean
profiles. It is faster (and hence cheaper) and is sufficiently accurate for typical ocean profiles. TheIlow-frequency version is normally used for analytic formulations of sound-speed profiles, where the
predetermined or standard depths internal to the high-frequency version may be inadequate.

Program PRO3D uses a range-angle grid and triangles, whose vertices are the locations of input
sound-speed profiles, similar to the grid and triangles used in BOT3D. The user should be aware, how-ever, that the grid and triangles used by PRO3D are independent of those used by BOT3D.

Program PRO3D uses the range parameters (in kilometers) RANMIN, RANINC, and RANMAX
and the angle parameters (in degrees) ANGMIN, ANGINC, and ANGMAX to define a two-
dimensional range-angle grid. This grid is analogous to the grid in program BOT3D; the range-angle
grid represents candidate locations for the recording of sound-speed profiles. Program PRO3D reads a
sequence of NPRO data sound-speed profiles, along with their range and angle location, and the
number of entries in the profile:

NPTS, RANGE, ANGLE (., kin, deg)

(D(), C(l), 1-1, NPTS) (m, ms).

These profiles, which may be read without regard to order, are consecutively indexed in the order in
which they are read. From the locations of these input profiles, range-angle triangles are constructed,
which in total must overlay the initial range-angle grid. These triangles are specified in the identical
manner as in program BOT3D. That is, the indices of the profile locations defining the vertices of
NTRI triangles are read in by vertex triples: ((LTRI(lJ), J-1, 3), 1-1, NTRI).

The tolerance tests performed by program PRO3D are more complicated, due to the additional
dimension of depth. Here, (he parameters MI, NI, ANGTOL (m/s), and RANTOL (m/s) are used to
decide which of the initial range-angle grid points are to have profiles recorded.

II
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The profiles which are input to PRO3D are all extrapolated linearly to a depth of DEPMAX m
(DEPMAX is the maximum water depth which was input to BOT3D and is on file FT03F001), and all
profiles calculated by PRO3D extend to this depth. That is, PRO3D carries out the range and angle
incrementing and testing procedures (described below) as if the bottom were flat and the depth was
DEPMAX m.

It should be noted that PRO3D calculates the sound speed at a given range-angle-depth position
by the following procedure:

1. The input triangle in which the range-angle point lies is determined.

2. Each of the three profiles at the triangle vertices are linearly interpolated in depth to get a
sound speed at the given depth.

3. The sound speed at the given location is then found by planar interpolation using the
three sound speeds.

We will refer to this procedure as triangular interpolation.

If the sound. _peeds at a particular range have been recorded (profiles are always recorded for
ranges RANMIN and RANMAX), program PRO3D then decides whether any profiles will be recorded
at the next range of the range-angle grid. It decides by comparing point by point the sound speeds on a
two-dimensional depth-angle test grid at the new range with sound speeds on the same test grid at the
last range. If at least one difference in sound speeds is greater than RANTOL, profiles are recorded at

* the new range, which also becomes the new test range. (This is a difference and not an interpolation.
It is done this way since SPLCYL will use sound-speed data valid at one range until it encounters new
sound-speed information.) The depth-angle test grid is determined by parameters MI and NI. M1 test
angles are equally spaced between ANGMIN and ANGMAX degrees inclusive (in the same way as
shown in Fig. 5 for program BOT3D), and NI depths are equally spaced between 0.0 and DEPMAX m
inclusive. Otherwise, no profiles are recorded for that range, and succeeding ranges are considered
until one is found where at least one difference is greater than RANTOL.

If it has been decided to record sound-speed profiles at a given range, the program puts a profile
at ANGMIN. It then steps through the angles of the initial range-angle grid toward ANGMAX, while
testing each new angle in a manner analogous to that of program BOT3D. However, here the test
between sound speeds at the last recorded sound-speed profile and at the new angle is performed at
each of NI equally spaced depths between 0.0 and DEPMAX. If any one of the sound-speed
differences at these depths is greater than ANGTOL, a profile is generated at the new angle which
becomes the new test profile. Otherwise, no profile is generated, and the next angle is considered.
This process is repeated until ANGMAX is reached and a profile is recorded there.

Once it has been decided to record a sound-speed profile at a particular range and angle, an addi-
tional process is performed. This is the process which differs between the low- and high-frequency ver-
sions of PRO3D. In the high-frequency version, sound speeds are recorded at a predetermined set of

40 depths which are internal to the program. These depths are adequate to describe most ocean profiles.
In the low-frequency version, an editing and interpolating procedure is carried out: The first point on
the profile is always the surface point (the sound speed is determined by triangular interpolation), and
this point becomes the first test point in the procedure. The program then steps down the depths of the
initial range-angle-depth grid, testing to see if linear interpolation in depth between the test depth and
the current depth is sufficiently accurate (with an error less than DEPTOL m/s) to regenerate the
sound speads (as determined by triangular interpolation) at all intervening points on the grid. If the
test is passed, the current depth is incremented one grid point, and the test is repeated. If the test is
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failed, the current depth is decremented by one grid point, and this depth and its sound-speed value are
added to the profile. This new point on the profile now becomes the test point, and the process is
repeated until DEPMAX is reached, where the last point is added to the profile.

Program SPLCYL, in marching the parabolic field in range, may need profiles outside the region
defined by RANMIN, RANMAX, ANGMIN, and ANGMAX. At ranges smaller than RANMIN the
profiles for RANMIN will be in effect, and at ranges greater than RANMAX the profiles for RANMAX
will be in effect. For any range, the profile at angle ANGMIN will be used for angics smaller than
ANGMIN, and the profile at angle ANGMAX will be used for angles greater than ANGMAX.

Both versions of program PRO3D can override the tests for determining which of the points on
the range-angle grid sound-speed profiles will be recorded. If the input parameter ITYPE is set to 1,
the program will record profiles at all locations on the range-angle grid. In this case the parameters MI,
N I, ANGTOL, and RANTOL are ignored.

Finally program PRO3D optionally generates sound-speed contour plots on two-dimensional axes.
Contours may be plotted for either or both range versus angle (at a fixed depth) and range versus depth
(at a fixed angle). Several of each type of plot may be generated.

Inputs Required by Program PRO3D

Program PRO3D reads the bathymetric data file (FT03FOOI) generated by program BOT3D. The
following is a list and brief descriptions of the card-image inputs to PRO3D. Unless otherwise indi-
cated, these inputs are read in the main program PRO3D.

Inputs Affecting Sound-Speed Field Generation

ITYPE Testing flag. If ITYPE-1, testing is not done, and subroutine QKSTEP is used
instead. If ITYPE-0, testing is done when generating profiles.

RANMIN Minimum range (km).
RANMAX Maximum range (km).

RANINC Range increment (km).

ANGMIN Minimum angle (deg).

ANGMAX Maximum angle (deg).

ANGINC Angle step size (deg).

As in program BOT3D, the ocean region being considered in program PRO3D is
marked out by RANMIN, RANMAX, ANGMIN, and ANGMAX. We are con-
sidering the region between RANMIN and RANMAX km from the source and
bounded in azimuth by ANGMIN and ANGMAX degrees. Also, as in BOT3D,
a grid is set up over the region in question, with grid points being determined by
RANINC and ANGINC.

DEPINC Depth increment (m). DEPINC determines the number of depths per profile
and the distance between depths. DEPINC is ignored in the high-frequency ver-
sion.

RANTOL Sound-speed error tolerance (m/s) with respect to range.

13
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ANGTOL Sound-speed error tolerance (m/s) with respect to angle.

DEPTOL Sound-speed error tolerance (m/s) with respect to depth. DEPTOL is ignored in
the high-frequency version.

NI Number of equally spaced test depths.

MI Number of equally spaced test angles.

NPRO Number of input profiles. NPRO is read in subroutine SPEED3. I < NPRO <
150.

NTRI Number of triangles to be made with input profiles as vertices. NTRI is read in
SPEED3. I < NTRI < 200.

IPRT Print flag. IPRT;d0 means input sound-speed profiles, along with relevant infor-
mation about the triangles, will be printed. IPRT is read in SPEED3.

NPTS(J) Number of data points in the Jth input profile; J- 1, NPRO. NPTS(J) is read in
SPEED3. I < NPTS(J) < 100.

RANGE(J) Range (km) of the Jth input profile; J-1, NPRO. RANGE(J) is read in
SPEED3.

ANGLE(J) Angle (deg) of the Jth input profile; J-1, NPRO. ANGLE() is read in
SPEED3.

D(I),C(I) Depth and sound. Each input profile is specified as a sequence of pairs of depth
and sound speed. C(1) is the sound speed (m/s) at depth D(1)(m), I-1,
NPTS(J). Depth D(1) must be zero. D(I) and C(I) are read in SPEED3.

LTRI(I,J) Triangle vertices; 1-1, NTRI; J-1, 3. As in BOT3D, LTRI(I,J) tells which
input profile is at the Jth vertex of the Ith triangle. LTRI(IJ) is read in
SPEED3.

Generation of Range- Versus-Depth Contour Plots

NRD Number of sound-speed contour plots to be drawn of range versus depth at a
fixed angle. NRD is read in PLTSS3.

For each range-versus-depth sound-speed contour plot the following nine inputs
are read in PLTSS3:

ANGLE Fixed angle (deg) at which the plot is being made.

DPLTMN Minimum depth (m) over which the contour will be plotted.

DPLTMZ Maximum depth (i) over which the contour will be plotted.

RPLTMN Minimum range (kin) over which the contour will be plotted.

RPLTMX Maximum range (kin) over which the contour will be plotted.

SSMIN Minimum sound speed (m/s) considered for contours.

SSMAX Maximum sound speed (m/s) considered for contours.

NCL Number of contour levels to be plotted. (SSMAX-SSMIN)/(NCL-l) is the step
size between contour levels.

KMPI Plot scale factor (km/in.). (RPLTMX-RPLTMN)/KMPI is the length of the
plot in inches.
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Generation of Range- Versus-Angle Contour Plots

NRA Number of sound-speed contour plots to be drawn of range versus angle at a
fixed depth. NRA is read in PLTSS3.

For each range-versus-angle sound-speed contour plot the following nine inputs
are read in subroutine PLTSS3. For ease of display, a rectangular range-angle
coordinate system is used.

DEPTH Fixed depth (m) at which the plot is being made.

APLTMN Minimum angle (deg) over which the contour will be plotted.

APLTMX Maximum angle (deg) over which the contour will be plotted.

RPLTMN Minimum range (km) over which the contour will be plotted.

RPLTMX Maximum range (kin) over which the contour will be plotted.

SSMIN Minimum sound speed (m/s) considered for contours.

SSMAX Maximum sound speed (m/s) considered for contours.

NCL Number of contour levels to be plotted. (SSMAX-SSMIN)/(NCL-1) is the step
size between contour levels.

KMP1 Plot scale factor (km/in.). (RPLTMX-RPLTMN)/KMPI is the length of the
plot in inches.

Formats for the Inputs to Program PRO3D

Input formats are as follows:

Card Inputs Format

I ITYPE (15)

2 RANMIN, RANMAX, ANGMIN, ANGMAX (4F10.3)

3 RANINC, DEPINC, ANGINC (3F10.3)

DEPINC is ignored in the high-frequency version.

4 RANTOL, DEPTOL, ANGTOL (31-10.3)

DEPTOL is ignored in the high-frequency version.

5 NI, MI (215)

6 NPRO, NTRI, IPRT (315)

7 NPTS, RANGE, ANGLE (15,2FI0.3)

8 (D(1), C(1), 1-I, NPTS) (10F8.2)

There are five pairs of depth and sound speed per ca, J. Card 8 is
o* Jrepeated until all NPTS pairs are read in. Card 7 an j card(s) 8

are repeated NPRO times

9 ((LTRI(1,J), J=1, 3), 1=1, NTRI) (1515)

There are ve,,tices for five triangles per card. Card 9
is repeated until all NTRI triangles are accounted for.

10 NRD, NRA (215)

11 ANGLE, DEPMIN, DEPMAX, RANMIN, RANMAX, SSMIN, SSMAX, (7F10.3,215)
NCL, KMPI

15
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Card I1I is repeated once for each of the NRD contour plots. Card IlIls
omitted if NRD-0.

12 DEPTH, ANGMIN, ANGMAX, RANMIN, RANMAX, SSMIN, SSMAX, (7F10.3,215)
NCL, KMPI
Card 12 is repeated once for each of the NRA contour plots. Card 12 is
omitted if NRA-0.

Outputs from Program PR03D

The outputs are as follows:

File FTO2FOOI, the sound-speed profiles. This file serves as input to START3, SPLCYL,
and TRNISM.

File FTO6FOO1, the printout from PRO3D. This prints many of the input parameters, the
input profiles, information about the triangles, and the sound-speed profiles generated and
recorded on FTO2FOOI. On the printout the triangles may not be ordered or labeled as
they were input.

File FT59FOO1, the contour plots.

Use of Program PR03D

The following is a sample deck for running PRO3D:

Card
1 / JOB jobname,account,usercode,OPT-(T,R) ,CAT -9
2 / LIMIT BAND-50,SEC-500f I3 / LIMIT BAND-50,SEC= 100
4 / KEYBOARD
5 / JSLOPTS OPT- (F,L,M)I6 / PD PE,USERCAT/D81/L60/PE3D
7 / PD YOU, USERCAT/ D--/B--/usercode
8 / ASGP FT03 FOO1 ,YOU/ nodename/ FT31700, USE - SH R
9 / ASG LIB3 D,PE/LIB3D/OLIB, USE-=SHR

10 / ASG CON LIB, USERCAT/ D8l/ L60/CONLIB/OLIB, USE""SH R
11 / ASG PROOBJ,PE/PRO3D/OBJ, USE - SH R

I'12 / DISSPLA VERS-8.2
13 .LNK LSPACE -15000, LOAD -PROGO
14 INCLUDE PROOBi/

*15 LIBRARY LIB3D
16 LIBRARY DISSPOBJ
17 / I'D FTO6FOO1,BAND-1/20/I

19 /WAIQT OPT-(1),GO-PROGO,CPTIME-90000

DATA..
20 / CAT YOU/nodename/FT02FOO1,ACNM=FT2FOOI
21 / FOSYS FT06FOOI
22 / FOSYS FT59FOO,TYPE -PLOT
23 / EOJ

To run the high-frequency version, card 9 is changed to

16
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9 / ASG LIB3D,PE/HILIB/OLIB,USE=S-HR

Card 8 assigns file FT03FOO1, the bottom profile created in BOT3D. Card 12 assigns the object
code of PRO3D. Card 17 is a file definition which allows file FT06FOOI more than the default amount
of space. The remaining cards are comparable to cards in BOT3D. These cards were explained in the
final subsection on BOT3D.

PROGRAM START3:GENERATION OF THE INITIAL PRESSURE FIELD

* Program START3 creates an initial, or startup, pressure field that is subsequently propagated, or
stepped out in range, by program SPLCYL. The initial field is assumed independent of azimuthal
angle. This initial field, which is stored on file FT21F001, may be generated in a number of ways. A
real-valued Gaussian-shaped function of pressure versus depth may be selected, which is generated in a
complex-valued FORTRAN function called STFTN. Alternatively, the user may supply his own start-
up field by writing his own function STFTN and substituting it for the currently existing one. How-
ever, the following FORTRAN statements should be used in the created function subprogram:

COMPLEX FUNCTION STFTN (Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION RO, CO, F, BSS, SOURD
COMMON /SGOUT/ RO, CO, F, BSS, SOURD

STFTN -?
RETURN
END

Another method of generating a startup field comes from normal-mode theory. The implementedn~ormal-mode algorithm is due to lngenito and coworkers, and the interested user should consult Refs.

8 and 9. The technique is an iterative one that requires the specification of a convergence parameter
EPSILN. This parameter multiplies the maximum pressure, and the resulting value is the allowable
accuracy in terms of how well the calculated initial pressure field converges to zero at the surface. In
choosing a value for EPSILN, it should be chosen small enough so that the convergence is good but
not so small that START3 has to repeat code an excessive number of times to achieve convergence.
From experience, EPSILN = 0.001 appears to be a good choice.

Program START3 generates a pressure-versus-depth function which is duplicated at a specified
number, (2**MPOW)+I, of equally spaced angles (so the initial pressure field does not vary in
azimuth). The values of these angles are specified when running program SPLCYL. The depth func-
tion at a specified number, (2**NPOW)-I, of equally spaced depths (and the specified number of
angles) is written onto an output file FT21FOO for subsequent input to program SPLCYL. The associ-
ated depth values are obtained from the input bottom profile (FT03F001). The equally spaced depths
are spaced over 4/3 of the maximum bottom depth. The extra points are required by SPLCYL for the
split-step algorithm. NPOW should be large enough so that this spacing is less than 1/2 wavelength
(/2). Also, at this point, the maximum bottom depth should be less than 100A if the low-frequency
version of the 3D PE model is being used.

1J
A shooting algorithm which steps up from the ocean bottom to the surface is used in the normal-

mode startup. This algorithm typically requires that the depth points be spaced much less than 1/2
wavelength apart. Thus, the depth function is calculated at a greater number of depths than specified
by NPOW, although NPOW stiil determines the number of depth samples which are output. The
greater number of depth points is the number of output points (2**NPOW)-I multiplied by an input
parameter NINT which must be a power of 2. NINT-4 is usually adequate.

Program START3 has the option of writing calculated eigenvalues and eigenfunctions onto an
output file FTI7F001. However, unless the user has a particular need for this file, it should not be gen-
erated.
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Although the normal-mode startup is in theory more accurate than the Gaussian, it is also much
more expensive and time consuming to run, especially at high frequencies. Further, the accuracy of
the Gaussian startup increases dramatically with increasing range. The user should take into account
the range over which SPLCYL is to be run and the amount of money available for computer runs when
deciding which startup form to use.

Finally program START3 optionally generates a plot of the initial sound-speed profile and the ini-
tial pressure field.

Inputs Required by Program START3

Program START3 reads the bathymetric data file (FT03FOOI) generated by program BOT3D and
the sound-speed data file (FT02FOO1) generated by program PRO3D. The following is a list and brief
descriptions of the card-image inputs to program START3. They are all read in the main program
START3.

ISTART Flag to indicate the method in which the initial startup field is to be generated. If
ISTART = 0, the normal-mode method is used. If ISTART = I, the Gaussian
or a user-supplied method is used.

IPLOT Plot flag. If IPLOT I, a pressure-versus-depth plot of the initial pressure field
is created. If IPLOT - 0, no plot is created.

NPOW Variable giving the number of output depth points which will be (2**NPOW)-I,
-. with NPOW < 8 in the low-frequency case and NPOW < 12 in the high-

frequency case. NPOW should be large enough so that (4./3.)*(maximum
depth)/ (2**NPOW) < 4/2.0, where X is the wavelength.

MPOW Variable giving the number of output angle points, which will be (2**MPOW)+1,

with MPOW<7.

F Source frequency (Hz).

RO Range (km) of the initial field. If ISTART=O (normal-mode method), RO
should be several wavelengths (because a far-field approximation is used). If
ISTART= (Gaussian method), RO should be 0.001 km.

BSS Sound-speed (m/s) within the ocean bottom. This is needed because the initial
field extends into the bottom in depth.

SOURD Depth (i) of the source.

The following inputs are not used if ISTART= 1.

[TAPE Flag for creating file FTI7FOO. If ITAPE = 0, file FTI7FOOl of eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions is not created. This is the suggested value. If ITAPE - 1, file
FT17FOOI is created.

NINT Multiplier of the number of output depth points to determine the depths at
j1 which modes are calculated. NINT must be a power of 2, with the suggested

value being NINT-4. NINT*(2**NPOW) < 16384.

MAXMOD Maximum number of modes to be used to calculate initial field. If the actual
number of modes is larger than MAXMOD, only the first MAXMOD will be
found. If all modes are desired, MAXMOD should be made large. The number
of modes will be approximately 2*F*H*SQRT(I./CO**2-1./BSS**2), where H is
the water depth at the source, CO is the average sound speed in the water
column, and F and BSS are program inputs. If all modes are desired, MAXMOD

should be made much larger than this estimate.
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RHOI Density (glcm3) of the water. Usually RHOl -1.0.

RHO2 Density (g/cm3) of the material below the ocean floor.

These density parameters are used only by the normal-mode routine. They are
needed to properly incorporate the bottom boundary condition.

EPSILN Convergence parameter. EPSILN-.O01 works well.

Formats for the Inputs to Program START3

Input formats are as follows:

Card Inputs Format
I ISTART, IPLOT, NPOW, MPOW, F, RO, BSS, SOURD (415, 4F10.3)

2 ITAPE, NINT, MAXMOD, RHOI, RHO2, EPSILN (315, 3F10.3)
Card 2 may be omitted if ISTART=-l.

Outputs from Program START3

The outputs are as follows:

File FT2IFOOI, the initial pressure field at range RO. This file is used in program SPLCYLI as the field from which the solution is propagated.
File FTO6FOO1, the printout from START3. This prints many of the input parameters.
the sound-speed profile from file FT02FOO1 used in the calculations, the elgenvalues
found and information about them, and the real and imaginary parts of the initial pressure
field.

File FT59FOO1, the sound-speed profile and initial-pressure-field plot.4 Use of Program START3

The following is a sample deck for running START3:

Card
I / JOB jobname,account,usercode,OPT(T,R),CAT-5
2 / LIMIT BAND-50,SEC-400
3 / LIMIT BAND -SO,SEC -200
4 / KEYBOARD
5 / JSLOPTS OPT-(F,L,M)
6 /I'PD PE,USERCAT/D81/L60/PE3D
7 /I'PD YOU,USERCAT/D--/B--/usercode
8 / ASGP FTO2FOO,YOU/nodename/FT2FOOI,USE-SHR
9 / ASGP FTO3FOO,YOU/nodename/FTO3FOO,USE-SHR

10 / ASGP LIB3D,PE/LIB3D/OLIB, USE - SHR
I11 / ASO STARTOBJ,PE/START3/OBJ, USE -SHR
12 / DISSPLA VERS-8.2
13 / LNK LSPACE-15000,LOAD-STARTGO
14 INCLUDE STARTOBJ/

*15 LIBRARY LIB3D
16 LIBRARY DISSPOBJ

17 /REL SYSPRT
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18 / FD FT06FOO1,BAND-1/20/1
19 / WAIT
20 / FXQT OPT- (I),GO-STARTGO,CPTIME -6000

... DATA-.
21 / CAT YOU/nodename/FT21FOOI,ACNM-FT21FOOI
22 / FOSYS FT06F00I
23 / FOSYS FT59F001,TYPE-PLOT
24 / EOJ

To run the high-frequency version, cards 10 and 11 are changed to

10 / ASG LIB3D,PE/HILIB/OLIB,USE-=HR
I I / ASG STARTOBJ,PE/HISTART/OBJ,USE=SHR

Card 11 assigns the ASC object code of START3. The other cards are comparable to cards used in run-
ning BOT3D and PRO3D, as was explained in the last subsection of the section on BOT3D and of the
section on PRO3D.

PROGRAM SPLCYL: PROPAGATION OF THE PARABOLIC-EQUATION
SOLUTION OUT IN RANGE

Program SPLCYL is the primary program of the 3D PE model. Given descriptions of the ocean
. environment (on files FT02FOOl and FT03F001) and an initial pressure field (on file FT21FOOl), the

split-step algorithm is applied to propagate the acoustic field out in range. The calculated pressure fields
at specified ranges, angles, and depths are written onto an output file (FT88F001) for postprocessing by
programs TL3D and TRNISM. Attendant with this pressure-field file is another file (FT04FOOI) which
is a management file for the subsequent reading of data from file FT88F00I. The output file

j (FT88FOOI) can be very large and hence expensive to store on the ASC as a disk file. This file should
be cataloged on magnetic tape.

Program SPLCYL has the option of writing the pressure field at one or more intermediate ranges
onto output files (FT22FOO1, FT23F001, ...), These files can then be used to replace file FT21FOOl as
the initial startup field, and program SPLCYL can be used to propagate the new (restartup) field.

The number of angles to be propagated is determined when running program START3. As was
described in the preceding section, an input to START3 is the variable MPOW, and the number of
angles to be used is (2**MPOW) + 1. The values of these (2**MPOW) + I angles are determined in
program SPLCYL by the parameter TOTANG, which specifies the total angular extent of the field. The
angular grid consists of (2**MPOW)+I equally spaced angles from -TOTANG/2.0 degrees to
TOTANG/2.0 degrees inclusive. In START3 the input NPOW determines the number of depths to be
used, namely, (2**NPOW)-I and these depths are evenly spaced over 4/3 of the maximum depth of
the water column (although there is no grid point at the surface). Even though NPOW and MPOW are
input in START3, they must also be input in SPLCYL, and the values input in SPLCYL must be ident-
ical to the values input in START3.

* The depth transforms are taken over a region extending down from the ocean surface to 4/3 of
the maximum water depth. The region below the maximum water depth serves two purposes: the bot-
tom sound speed can be incorporated into the problem, and near the bottom edge of the transform
region an exponential taper is applied to the pressure field to prevent artificial reflections. The boun-
dary condition at the surface 41(r,O,O) - 0) is met through the use of a sine transform. In the full 3D
version of SPLCYL the field is tapered in angle on each side of the transform region analogously to the
method used in depth. One-eighth of the total angular region is given over to tapering on each side of
the region. Tapering is not necessary when the N x 2D method is used, since no transforms in angle
take place.
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In conjunction with program START3 and an input range step size DELKM, a grid of range-
angle-depth points is defined where the propagated field will be computed. This grid need not conform
to those associated with programs BOT3D or PRO3D (from files FT03FO0I and FT02F001). In partic-
ular the angular extent of this grid need not match the angular extent established in BOT3D and
PRO3D. When TOTANG is such that it exceeds the regions described in BOT3D or PRO3D, the
environment outside those regions is extended in angle by assuming it to be constant in angle and equal
to the nearest known value in angle.

Since the propagation grid need not coincide with the environment grids, the latter are interpo-
lated to get environment information at the propagation grid points. Bottom depths are linearly inter-
polated in range and angle. Sound speeds on the depth grid points are generated by linear interpolation
in depth. The model also has the option of linearly interpolating sound speeds in angle. If it is decided
not to interpolate linearly across angle, SPLCYL uses the value at the nearest environmental-grid angle,
in a negative direction. In range, SPLCYL uses the most recent (previous) sound-speed information.

To cut down on the required storage space for the output file FT88FOO on the ASC, not all of
the calculated pressure values need to be written onto file FT88F001. The input parameters ISKPD,
ISKPR, and ISKPA specify that only the predicted pressures at each ISKPDth depth, each ISKPRth
range, and each ISKPAth angle point of the propagation grid will be saved on file FT88F01. For
example, if ISKPD=4, ISKPR-3, and ISKPA=2, then only points at every fourth depth, every third
range, and every second angle will be recorded on file FT88FOO1. ISKPD and ISKPA must be powers
of 2. If ISKPR-ISKPD= ISKPA=I, all calculated information will be saved.

Transmission loss is calculated and printed (file FT06F001) at each range step for the set of
depth-angle points (RECD(I), RECA(1), 1-1, NRD) (m,deg).

Finally, the major differences between the low- and high-frequency versions of the 3D PE model
occur in program SPLCYL. The low-frequency version has the option (via the input lANG) of per-
forming a full 3D propagation, which requires Fourier transforms and inverse transforms in both depth
and angle, or it can do a modified propagation which requires a Fourier transform and inverse
transform in depth only, treating each angle as a separate 2D case (the N x 2D method). Because of
the time and central memory required when performing a full 3D propagation, the low-frequency ver-

sion can be run only if the maximum bottom depth is less than approximately 100 acoustic
wavelengths. The high-frequency version of SPLCYL (which uses only the N x 2D method) is able to
propagate over regions with maximum bottom depth much greater than 100 acoustic wavelengths. The
N x 2D method not only reduces the substantial computation time but also maintains certain large
matrices on disk (instead of in central memory), which allows finer grids and therefore higher frequen-
cies. This cannot be done efficiently with the full 3D algorithm.

Inputs Required by Program SPLCYL

Program SPLCYL reads the bathymetric data file (FT03F001) generated by program BOT3D, the
sound-speed data file (FT02F001) generated by program PRO3D, and an initial-pressure-field file
(FT21F001) generated by START3 or a previous run of SPLCYL. The following is a list and descrip-
tions of the card-image inputs to program SPLCYL. All variables are read in the main program
SPLCYL.

IBEGIN Variable, read only in low-frequency version, which indicates on what file the ini-
tial pressure field is. IBEGIN-I means the initial presure field is oni file
FT21F001. This is the usual case. IBEGIN;I I means the initial pressure field is
on file FTUNI. This implies the initial startup field was not generated using
program START3 but was generated by the two-dimensional startup program.' 0
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IANG Variable, read only in the low-frequency version, to determine whether the 3D
or N x 2D method is used. If IANG-0, the full 3D algorithm is used (Fourier
and inverse transforms in both depth and angle). If IANG*O, the N x 2D
method is used.

NRD Number of depth-angle positions where transmission loss is printed for each
range step. NRD < 15.

NPOW Variable giving the number of depth points to be used during the propagation of
the pressure field, which is (2**NPOW)-l. This NPOW input must be the same
as the NPOW input in START3.

MPOW Variable giving the number of angles to be used, which is (2**MPOW) + 1. This
MPOW input must be thc same as the MPOW input in START3.

ISKPD Skipping parameter for depth values. Only pressure field points at every
ISKPDth depth on the propagation grid are recorded on file FT88F001. ISKPD
must be a power of 2.

ISKPR Skipping parameter for range values. Only pressure field points at every
ISKPRth range on the propagation grid are recorded on file FT88F00I. ISKPR
can be any positive integer.

ISKPA Skipping parameter for angle values. Only pressure field points at every ISKPAth
angle on the propagation grid are recorded on file FT88F001. ISKPA must be a

J power of 2.

INTERP Variable to indicate whether sound speeds should be interpolated across angle to
get sound-speed values at propagation grid points. INTERP-I means that linear
interpolatation is used. INTERP* I means that instead of linear interpolation
the profile at the nearest angle, in the negative direction, is used.

RANMAX Maximum range (km). The solution is propagated from RO km to the range step
nearest RANMAX km. (RO is from START3.)

DELKM Range step size (kin). The solution is found at every DELKM km in range
between RO and RANMAX km.

TOTANG Total angular extent (deg) of the region over which the solution is being found.
The angles actually range from -TOTANG/2.0 to TOTANG/2.0.

RESDEL Restart field indicator. If RESDEL is positive, then a restart pressure field is
created every RESDEL km from the source to RANMAX (on files FT22F001,
FT23F001, ...), and these fields can be used to replace FT21FOO and restart
SPLCYL, propagating the solution from there. If RESDEL is negative, a single
restart field is made at the last range. If RESDEL-0.0, no restart files are
created. RESDEL cannot be so small that more than 66 restart files are gen-
erated.

.1
DBPKM Water-attenuation variable. If DBPKM is greater than or equal to zero, then an

attenuation factor of DBPKM dB/km is used. Otherwise the attenuation is found
from Thorpe's formula."

RECD(I) Depth (m) paired with angle RECA(I) to determine point for which transmission
loss is printed out at every range step; 1-I, NRD.

RECA(1) Angle (deg) paired with RECD(l).
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Formats for the inputs to SPLCYL

Input formats are as follows:

Card Input~s Format

1 IBEGIN, lANG (215)

Card I is read in only in the low-frequency version.

2 INTERP (15)
3 NRD, NPOW, MPOW, ISKPD, ISKPR, ISKPA (615)

4 RANMAX, DELKM, TOTANG. RESDEL, DBPKM (5FlO.3)

5 RECD(I), RECA(1 (8F1 0.3)

Card 5 is repeated until all NRD depth-angle pairs are read in, with
four pairs being read in per card.

Outputs From Program SPLCYL

The outputs are as follows:

File FT88FOO1, the predicted pressure field as a function of range, angle, and depth.

File FTO4FOO01, a management file for file FT88FOOI1. It contains grid-size information.
File IFT22FOOl (or files FT22FOO1, FT23FOOI, ... ), the restart file. This file contains a
pressure field which can be used to replace FT21F00I, and a solution can be propagated
from the new file.

File FTO6FOOJ1, the printout from SPLCYL. This prints out many of the input parameters
and the transmission loss over range for each of the NRD depth-angle locations.

Use of Program SPLCYL

The following is a sample deck for running SPLCYL:

Card
I / JOB jobname,account~usercode,OPT- (T,R),CATh.?
2 / LIMIT BAND-?,SEC-?
3 / LIMIT BAND-?,SEC-?
4 / KEYBOARD
5 / JSLOPTS OPT-(FL,M)
6 / PD PE,USERCAT/D81/L60/PE3D
7 / PD) YOU, USERCAT/ D--/ B-.Iusercode
8 / ASGP FT02FOOI 1,YOU/ nodename/ FT2F1 I,USE SHR
9 / ASGP FTO3FOO,YOU/nodename/FTO3FOO,USE-SHR

10 / ASGP FF21 FOOl ,YOU/nodename/FT2I FOOl ,USE -SHR
11 I I ASG SPLOBJ, PEISPLCYL/OBJ, USE -SHR
12 / ASG LIB3D,PEI LIB3D/OLIB, USE -SHR
13 / FD FTO8FOO,BKSZ-3944,LREC- 136,RCFM-FBA,BAND- 11W/I
14 / FD Fr06FOO,BAND-1/20/1
15 / LNK LOAD-SPLCYLGO
16 INCLUDE SPLOBJ/
17 LIBRARY LIB3D
18 / REL SYS.PRT
19 / WAIT
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20 / FXQ1 OPT = (1),GO =SPLCYLGO,CPTIME = ?,ADDMEM -?
.'.DATA.-.

21 / MFR name
22 / CAT YOU/nodename/FT88FOO1,ACNM -FT88F001,DTYP -TAPE
23 / CAT YOU/nodename/FT04F001,ACNM -FT04FOO1,DTYP -TAPE
24 / CAT YOU/nodename/RS22,ACNM = FT22F00I,DTYP -TAPE
25 / MFRE
26 / FOSYS FT06F001
27 / FOSYS FT08F00I
28 /EOJ

To run the high-frequency version, cards 11 and 12 are changed to

11 / ASG SPLOBJ,PE/HIFREQ/OBJ,USE=SH
12 / ASG LIB3D,PE/HILIB/OLIB,USE=SHR

Card 11 assigns the object code of SPLCYL. Depending on whether the low- or high-frequency
version is being run, it is necessary to assign the proper version of the SPLCYL object code, and the
correct subprogram library. The other cards have been explained in previous last subsections.

When running program SPLCYL, the user must be careful to do the job in a large enough
CATEGORY. The CATEGORY must be such that enough central memory pages are available,
enough CP time and pseudo-time is available (and asked for in the LIMIT statement) for the program

- to run to completion, and enough BANDS of storage space are available (also through the LIMIT state-
ment). The user is advised to estimate the amount of CP time and pseudo-time and the number of
BANDS (and hence the CATEGORY) needed for the case in question. One way of estimating the CP
time and pseudo-time needed is to run SPLCYL over a short-range distance (say 5 km). SPLCYL
prints the total time it used at the end of the printout, and the user can judge from that the amount of
time needed to run SPLCYL over the range. For example, if SPLCYL were run over 5 km and the run
time were 10 s, the user could estimate that it would take 200 s to run SPLCYL over 100 km. (This
run time of 10 s for a 5-km range is only an example and is not necessarily representative of an actual
run time.) The user should probably allow extra CP time and pseudo-time beyond what was estimated,
as a precaution. The approximate number of BANDS needed (for file FT88F001) is

(2**NPOW/ISKPD)* (2**MPOW/ISKPA)* ((RANMAX/DELKM)/ISKPR)/16384.

As in the case of CP time, the user should allow for more bands than the preceding estimate indicates.
Finally, in the FXQT statement, the user should increase the central memory size (using ADDMEM)
to allow for buffers for the various input/output files. For the low-frequency version, ADDMEM
should be at least

4*(2**NPOW-I) + 4*(2**NPOW/ISKPD-I)) + 8000,

and for the high-frequency version, ADDMEM should be at least

~.1 4*(2**NPOW-1) + ITAPR*ITAPA*(2*ITAPD) + 8000,

where ITAPR is the number of ranges saved on file FT88F001, ITAPA is the number of angles saved,
and ITAPD is the number of depths saved.

To restart the program, the user simply assigns the restart file corresponding to the desired start-
ing range (one of the files FT22F001, FT23F001, ...) to FT21F001. The program will propagate from
the starting range (call it RI) to RANMAX (which now may be larger than on the previous run). The
user replaces RANMAX in the BAND-estimating expression displayed in the preceding paragraph by
RANMAX-RI.
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PROGRAM TL3D: GENERATION OF TRANSMISSION-LOSS PLOTS

Program TL3D has two main purposes. One is to make plots of transmission loss versus rang, at
fixed depth and angle, transmission loss versus depth at fixed range and angle, and transmission loss
versus angle at fixed range and depth. The other main purpose is the creation of output files
(FT66F001, FT67F001, ...) which are subsets of file FT88FOO and which may subseqently be used to
draw gray-scale plots of pressure field intensity or as input to program TRNISM (next main section).

In producing transmission-loss-versus-range plots, TL3D reads in the parameter NTLR, which
indicates the number of transmission-loss-versus-range plots to be made. TL3D then reads in the fixed
depth (DEPTH) in meters and angle (ANGLE) in degrees and the beginning and ending ranges (XI,
X2) in kilometers for each of the NTLR plots. Also input to TL3D (from file FT04F001) are the
parameters relating to input file FT88FOO1. These include the minimum range, the range, depth, and
angle step sizes (DELR, DELZ, and DELA, respectively) for the data on FT88F001, and the number
of ranges, depths, and angles stored on FT88FOOl (NRAN, NDEP, and NANG respectively). Using all
of these inputs, TL3D determines exactly which points on FT88F001 are at the given fixed depth and
angle and within the proper range interval. The values at these points are then converted to transmis-
sion loss (FT88F001 being a parabolic-pressure-field file) and stored in array TL. Array TL is then sent
to subroutine PLOT3D which makes the actual transmission-loss-versus-range plot.

For transmission-loss-versus-depth plots, TL3D reads in the number of plots to be done (NTLZ)
and performs a similar process. This time, however, TL3D determines a depth interval at a fixed range
and angle in which pressure values are converted to transmission loss. Likewise, TL3D reads the
number of transmission-loss-vs-angle plots (NTLA) and again goes through a similar procedure.

After program TL3D has handled all the transmission-loss plots, it then turns to making fixed-

range, fixed-depth, and fixed-angle files. These files may then be written to magnetic tape, which can
be picked up at NRL's ASC computer center. Programs on the VAX 11/780 computer system of the
Large Aperture Acoustics Branch at NRL will draw gray-scale plots of intensity using the fixed-range,

fixed-angle, or fixed-depth file as input. These programs are not documented here. The fixed-depth
files made by TL3D can also be used as inputs to program TRNISM for finding the bearing angle, array
signal gain, and beamwidth for a hypothetical horizontal array positioned at that depth.

When TL3D makes a fixed-range file, it stores the complex parabolic-pressure values for each
depth-angle pair, omitting values at the first and last angle. That is, for each depth on file FT88FOO at
the input range, TL3D writes the depth on the output file and then writes the pressure-field value fol
every angle, omitting the values at the first and last angle. Values are stored in order of decreasing
angle rather than increasing angle (as might be expected). This is done so that a gray-scale plot made
from this file is drawn with the correct orientation.

A similar process occurs when TL3D makes fixed-angle files. For each range on file FT88FOOl at
the input angle, TL3D writes the range on the output file, and then writes the pressure-field value for
every depth. TL3D writes them on the output file in order of increasing depth (from minimum depth

.1 to maximum depth).

The last kind of file made by TL3D is a fixed-depth file. For each range on file FT88F001 at the
, input depth, TL3D writes the range on the output file and then writes the pressure-field value for every

angle. As before, the values are stored in order of decreasing angle, and the first and last angles are
omitted.

The output files that are made by TL3D are all named in the form FTIJF001, where IJ depends
on how many output files have previously been created. For the first file IU-66, and IJ is increased by
one for each subsequent file. IJ takes on values from 66 to (66+NFIXR+NFIXZ+NFIXA-l). No
more than 22 of these files can be generated in one run of TL3D.
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Inputs Required by Program TL3D

Program TL3D reads the pressure-field file (FT88F001) and its companion file (FT04FOOI) gen-
erated by SPLCYL. The following is a list and brief descriptions of the card-image inputs to TL3D.
These inputs are all read in the main program TL3D.

Transmission-Loss- Versus-Range Plots

NTLR Number of transmission-loss-versus-range plots requested.

For each transmission-loss-versus-range plot the following nine inputs are
required:

NICE Flag to determine the quality of the plot. NICE-0 yields a poorer quality, less
expensive plot. NICE- I gives a better quality plot.

DEPTH Fixed depth (i) for the current transmission-loss-versus-range plot. This depth
will be rounded to the nearest depth grid position on file FT88F001.

ANGLE Fixed angle (deg) for the current transmission-loss-versus-range plot. This angle
will be rounded to the nearest angle grid point on file FT88F001.

XI,X2 Minimum and maximum ranges (kin) respectively for the current transmission-
loss-versus-range plot.

XPINCH Scaling factor (km/in.) to determine the length of the plot. The plot length will
be (X2-XI)/XPINCH in.

SMOOTH Smoothing window (kin) for the transmission-loss plot. Gaussian weights are
used with 6cr - SMOOTH km. SMOOTH - 0.0 causes no smoothing. The
window will be reduced if necessary, so that it does not extend over mc're than
51 range steps.

DBI,DB2 Minimum and maximum decibel levels respectively for the current plot. These
are the lower and upper bounds on the y axis of the plot, and transmission losses
not between DBI and DB2 will not be plotted. IF DBI-DB2 when read in, they
are reset to DB1-40.0 dB and DB2- 140.0 dB.

Transmission-Loss- Versus-Depth Plots

NTLZ Number of transmission-loss-versus-depth plots requested.

For each transmission-loss-versus-depth plot the following nine inputs are
required. Because many of these are similar to the corresponding inputs for
transmission-loss-versus-range plots, they will not be explained in as great detail.

NICE Flag to determine the plot quality.

RANGE Fixed range (kin) for the current transmission-loss-versus-depth plot.
ANGLE Fixed angle (deg) for the current transmission-loss-versus-depth plot.

XI,X2 Minimum and maximum depths (i) respectively for the current transmission-

loss-versus-depth plot.

XPINCH Plot-length scaling factor (m/in.)

SMOOTH Smoothing window (m).

DBI,DB2 Minimum and maximum decibel levels respectively for the current plot.
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3.5.1.3 Transmission-Loss- Versus-A ngle Plots

NTLA Number of transmission-loss-versus-angle plots requested.

For each transmission-loss-versus-angle plot the following nine inputs are
required. Because many of these are similar to the corresponding inputs for
transmission-loss-versus-range plots, they will not be explained in as great detail.

NICE Flag to determine the plot quality.

RANGE Fixed range (km) for the current transmission-loss-versus-angle plot.
DEPTH Fixed depth (m) for the current transmission-loss-versus-angle plot.

Xl,X2 Minimum and maximum angles (deg) respectively for the current transmission-
loss-versus-angle plot.

XPINCH Plot-length scaling factor (deg/in.).

SMOOTH Smoothing window (deg).

DBI,DB2 Minimum and maximum decibel levels respectively for the current plot.

Fixed-Range Files

NFIXR Number of fixed-range files to create from FT88F00I.

For each fixed-range file, the following input is required:

RANGE Range (km) of the current fixed-range file. This range will be rounded to the

nearest range step.
II Fixed-Depth Files

NFIXZ Number of fixed-depth files to be created.

For each fixed-depth file, the following input is required:
DEPTH Depth (W) of the current fixed-depth file. This depth will be rounded to the

nearest depth grid point.

Fixed-A ngle Files

NFIXA Number of fixed-angle files to be created.

For each fixed-angle file, the following input is required:

ANGLE Angle (deg) of the current fixed-angle file. This angle will be rounded to the
nearest angle grid point.

Formats for the Inputs to Program TL3D

Input formats are as follows:

Card Inputs Format
I NTLR, NTLZ, NTLA, NFIXR, NFIXZ, NFIXA (615)

NFIXR + NFIXZ + NFIXA cannot exceed 22.
2 NICE, DEPTH, ANGLE, Xl, X2, XPINCH, SMOOTH, DBI, DB2 (Il,4FI0.3,4F7.2)

Card 2 is repeated NTLR times.
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3 NICE, RANGE, ANGLE, Xl, X2, XPINCH, SMOOTH, DBI, DB2 (Il,4F10.3,4F7.2)

Card 3 is repeated NTLZ times.

4 NICE, RANGE, DEPTH, X1, X2, XPINCH, SMOOTH, DBI, DB2 (1l,4F10.3,4F7.2)

Card 4 is repeated NTLA times.

5 RANGE (FIO.3)

Card 5 is repeated NFIXR times.

-- 6 DEPTH (FIO.3)

Card 6 is repeated NFIXZ times.

7 ANGLE (F1O.3)

Card 7 is repeated NFIXA times.

Outputs from Program TL3D

The outputs are as follows:

File FT66FOOl (or files FT67FO0l, FT68FOOI,., a fixed-range, fixed-depth, or fixed-
angle file. The calculated pressures from file FT88FOOl at the indicated range, depth, or
angle are then written onto the output file.

) File FTO6FOOI, the printout from TL3D. This prints the number of plots created, with
each plot's individual parameters and smoothing information. It also prints the number of
fixed-range, fixed-depth, and fixed-angle files, the file number, and the associated file
parameters. 

os -es sr n e -d ph an -a ge l t .File FTS79FOOI, the transmission-ls-essrne dph n agepos

Use of Program TL3D

I The following is a sample deck for running TL3D:

Card
I / JOB jobname,account,usercode,OPT-(T,R),CAT-?
2 / LIMIT BAND-50,SEC-500
3 / LIMIT BAND-S,SEC-l00
4 /KEYBOARD
5 / JSLOPTS OPT -(F, L,M)
6 / PD PE,USERCAT/D81/L60/PE3D
7 / PD YOU, USERCAT/ D-4/B-4/us :rcode
8 / ASGP FT88FOO I,YOU/ nodename/FT88FOOI 1,USE -SHR
9 / ASGP FTO4FOO 1, YOU/ nodename/ FT4FOOI 1,USE -SH R

10 / ASG TLOBJ,PE/TL3DIOBJ, USE -SHR
I I / ASG LIB3D,PE/LIB3D/OLIB,USE-SHR

*12 / DISSPLA VERS-8.2
13 / LNK LSPACE-15000,LOAD-TLGO
14 INCLUDE TLOBJ/
15 LIBRARY LIB3D
16 LIBRARY DISSPOBJ
17 / REL SYS.PRT
18 / WAIT
19 / FXQT CPTIME-6000,OPT-(l),GO-TLGO,ADDMEM-?

...DATA ...
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20 / CAT YOU/nodename/FILE66,ACNM-FT66FOOI
21 / FOSYS FT06FOO
22 / FOSYS FT59FOO1,TYPE -PLOT
23 / EOJ

To run the high-frequency version, card II is changed to

11 / ASG LIB3D,PE/HILIB/OLIB,USE-SHR

Card 10 assigns the object code of TL3D. Card 20 catalogs file FT66FOO1, wh~hn is a fixed range.
depth, or angle file, on the user's own files for future use. If more than one fixed file is creat, 'he
user should remember to catalog all of them so they will be available for future use In Card 19, the
FXQT statement, the user must add enough central memory (ADDMEM) to allow file FT88F001 to be
accessed.

PROGRAM TRNISM: CALCULATION OF ARRIVAL ANGLES, THE ARRAY SIGNAL GAIN.
AND THE 3-dB BEAMWIDTH

Program TRNISM is the last of the six programs for the 3D PE model This program finds.
prints, and plots the primary arrival angle, array signal gain, and 3-dB beamwidth of a hypothetical array
of hydrophones placed in the calculated acoustic pressure field Program TRNISM also finds and prints
any secondary arrival angles that are within a certain user-specified decibel level (DBN) of the primary
arrival angle. TRNISM finds the arrival angle, the array signal gain, and the beamwidth over the range
interval RANMIN to RANMAX input to the program. These ranges do not have to correspond to
similar inputs in earlier programs. In addition TRNISM can produce an isometric plot of intensity
versus angle as a function of range.

Program TRNISM can use either a fixed-depth file created and output by program TL3D, or it can
use fi!e FT88FOO from program SPLCYL to get pressure-field values used to determine the arrival
angles, array signal gain, and 3-dB beamwidth. If one wants to predict the performance of a horizontal
array, then a fixed-depth file (from TL3D) corresponding to the depth of the array should be input. Topredict the performance of a nonhorizontal array, it is necessary to input the FT88FOOl file produced by
SPLCYL. The input flag ITLT specifies which case is being considered.

When TRNISM uses a fixed-depth file in the case of a horizontal array, TRNISM uses the inputs
NUMHY, the number of hydrophones, and ALENG, the array length, to find the spacing between
hydrophones. If ALENG is equal to zero, the spacing will default to half-wavelength spacing, and
ALENG is reset so that the array length and number of hydrophones conforms to half-wavelength spac-
ing. If ALENG is positive, then the spacing between hydrophones is ALENG/(NUMHY-1). The
entry ANGOFF specifies the azimuthal angle at which the array is to be centered. Using ALENG and
ANGOFF, subroutine DAGETR determines the angle of each hydrophone. DAGETR uses quadratic
interpolation (in phase and amplitude) between the pressure-field values associated with nearby angles
to get the value at each hydrophone's position. The phases are obtained by first removing variations
due to differing sound-speed fields along each azimuthal direction and then interpolating and resorting
the gross variations. Using those interpolated pressure-field values, the program calculates arrival
angle, 3-dB beamwidth, array signal gain, and any secondary arrival angles and prints them. This pro-
cess is repeated for each of the range steps from RANMIN to RANMAX. TRNISM may need to
increase RANMIN so that the array will fit in the sector where the solution was calculated.

In the case of a tilted array, TRNISM must use file FT88FOO1. In this case TRNISM reads in
CENTD and TILT, the depth of the array center in meters and the size of the array tilt in degrees
measured positive clockwise as viewed from the source. TILT is the tilt of the array from horizontal,
with a horizontal array having TILT-0.0. Again, if TILT-0.0, either a fixed-depth file or FT88F00I
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can be input; both give the same results. The fixed-depth file would be cheaper and faster. From
NUMHY, CENTD, and TILT, TRNISM computes the depths over which the array extends and deter-
mines the depth of each hydrophone. As when a fixed-depth file is used, if ALENG equals zero, half
wavelength spacing between hydrophones is used and ALENG is reset to conform. TRNISM then finds
the angle of each hydrophone. Because the array is tilted, the angle associated with each hydrophone is
a function of ANGOFF, ALENG, and TILT. For each hydrophone the subroutine DAGETR finds the
two angles and two depths on file FT88F001 which encompass the hydrophone's position. Subroutine
DAGETR reads from file FT88FOO1 the pressure field value at each of the four angle-depth points and
interpolates linearly in phase and amplitude between those four points to get a pressure-field value at
the hydrophone. Once the program has a pressure-field value for each hydrophone, it calculates arrival
angle, 3-dB beamwidth, array signal gain, and any secondary arrival angles and prints them. Again the
procedure is repeated for each range ste. from RANMIN to RANMAX.

TRNISM can plot arrival angle, 3-dB beamwidth, and array signal gain against range. TRNISM
reads in the three input pairs BEAMIN, BEAMAX; DB3MIN, DB3MAX; and AMPMIN, AMPMAX.
These represent the minimum and maximum values to be plotted of arrival angle, 3-dB beamwidth,
and array signal gain respectively. If both entries in any of the three pairs are zero, then the plot asso-
ciated with that pair is not produced. If both entries of a pair are equal but not zero, thc program cal-
culates a suitable vertical scale. TRNISM plots against range all values that lie between the input
minimum and maximum. For example, if BEAMIN-BEAMAX-0.0, then no plot will be produced of
arrival angle versus range, and if DB3MIN-0.0, DB3MAX-20.0, the vertical scale on the 3-dB width
plot will extend from 0.0 to 20.0 degrees.

TRNISM also plots intensity-versus-arrival angle for each range step. TRNISM reads in the vari-
ables APLTMN and APLTMX, which are the minimum and maximum angles respectively for this
isometric plot. For each range step TRNISM then finds intensity across angle, either at the depth of
the fixed depth file or over the depths encompassed by the tilted array, and plots the horizontal distri-
bution of intensity.

Inputs Required by Program TRNISM

Program TRNISM reads a pressure-field file (FT66F001 or FT88F001), its companion file
(FT04FOOI), and the sound-speed data file (FT02FOOI). The following is a list and brief descriptions of
the card-image inputs to TRNISM. These inputs are all read in the main program TRNISM.

F Source frequency (Hz). This must be the same as in START3.

SOURD Depth (i) of the source. This must be the same as in START3.

RANMIN Minimum range (km) on the input pressure field file to consider.

RANMAX Maximum range (km) to be used.

ANGOFF Angle (deg) on the range-angle-depth propagation grid associated with file
FT88FOOl (from SPLCYL) where the array center is.

ALENG Length (i) of the array. If ALENG-=0.0, half-wavelength spacing between the
hydrophones is used, and ALENG is reset to (NUMHY-1)*(half-wavelength).

TRNISM calculates arrival angles, 3-dB beamwidth, and array signal gain from
RANMIN to RANMAX. It uses ANGOFF and ALENG to determine the total
angular extent at each range step.

APLTMN Minimum angle to be plotted for the intensity-versus-arrival-angle plots.

APLTMX Maximum angle to be plotted for the intensity-versus-arrival-angle plots.
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The intensity-versus-arrival-angle (angle extending from APLTMN deg to
APLTMX deg) cuts are plotted (provided SCALE > 0.0) for each range step
between RANMIN and RANMAX. If APLTMN > APLTMX, then APLTMN
is reset to -90.0 degrees and APLTMX is reset to 90.0 degrees.

NUMHY Number of hydrophones in the array. If NUMHY is not a power of 2, this will
be reset to the nearest power of 2.

LIMMIN Index for the minimum angle on the range-angle-depth propagation grid to be
used in program TRNISM.

LIMMAX Index for the maximum angle on the range-angle-depth propagation grid to be
used in TRNISM.
If LIMMIN=LIMMAX-0, the program resets their values so that all the angles
on the propagation grid are used except the first and last one-eighth of the
angles. This is a useful option when running the full 3D algorithm, because the
information associated with the first and last one-eighth of the angles are of no
use, due to tapering. For example, if there are 129 angles stored on file
FT88FOO1 and LIMMIN-LIMMAX=0, LIMMIN is reset to 16 and LIMMAX
to 114. Then, for each range, if the array does not lie between the 16th and
114th angle, the arrival angles, 3-dB beamwidth, and array signal gain are not
computed for that range. If the N x 2D method is used, then one can input
LIMMIN=I and LIMMAX=-129.

MULT "Zero-fill" multiplier. The actual size of the transform, and hence the actual
number of beams calculated, is MULT*NUMHY. The default value is 1. Using
MULT > 1 produces smoother plots but requires more computations. MULT
must be a power of 2.

MAX100 Variable which determines the spacing between data points for the plot of hor-
izontal intensity cuts. It is also used to find the number of points to be linearly
interpolated and inserted between data points for the plot of horizontal cuts. The
default value is 1024. MAX100 is specified in 100ths of an inch.

IPRT Print flag. IPRT;60 means extra information is printed in subroutine DAGETR
in the course of calculating arrival angle, beamwidth, and array signal gain. This
information is used mainly to gain added insight to an unusual case. Usually
IPRT-0,

ITLT Tilt flag. ITLT-0 implies there is no tilt in the array and a fixed depth file is
being used. ITLT; O means the array may be tilted and file FT88F001 is used.

DELTA Vertical separation (in.) of the intensity-versus-arrival-angle cuts of the isometric
plot.

HIDDEN Variable to remove hidden points. If HIDDEN < 0.0, then hidden points on the
intensity-versus-arrival-angle cuts of the isometric plot are not plotted. If HID-
DEN > 0.0, then the hidden points are plotted. When HIDDEN > 0.0 is used,
it is usually necessary to use DELTA > 1.0 in., so that the individual cuts can be

• [ distinguished.

SCALE Variable to scale the vertical height of the intensity-versus-arrival angle isometric
plot. If SCALE-0.0, no isometric plot is created. Otherwise the plot is scaled
by a factor of SCALE.
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DBN Parameter to determine which secondary arrival angles are of interest. If the
array signal gain associated with a secondary arrival angle is within DBN dB of
the array signal gain of the primary arrival angle, that secondary arrival angle is
printed. Up to four secondary arrival angles can be output.

CENTD Depth (i) of the center of a tilted array. If ITLT-'0, CENTD is ignored.
TILT Tilt (deg) of a tilted array measured positive clockwise. If ITLT-=0, TILT is

ignored.

IHANN Hanning shading flag. If IHANN - 1, Hanning shading is used, otherwise not.

NICE Flag to determine the plot quality. If NICE-i, plot quality is better and plots
are more expensive. If NICE;41, plots are of poorer quality but are less expen-

rsive.

ISMOTH Flag to determine whether the plot is smoothed. If ISMOTH-0, plots are not
smoothed. If ISMOTH;40, a five-point smoothing with binomial weights is
used.

BEAMIN Minimum arrival angle (deg) to be plotted.

BEAMAX Maximum arrival angle (deg) to be plotted.

DB3MIN Minimum 3-dB beamwidth (deg) to be plotted.

..4 DB3MAX Maximum 3-dB beamwidth (deg) to be plotted.

AMPMIN Minimum array signal gain (dB re ideal) to be plotted.

AMPMAX Maximum array signal gain (dB re ideal) to be plotted.

Default values for the last six inputs have been explained previously.

Formats for the Inputs to Program TRNISM

Input formats are as follows:

Card Inputs FormatI FREQ, SOURD, RANMIN, RANMAX, ANGOFF, ALENG, (8F10.3)

APLTMN, APLTMAX
2 NUMHY, LIMMIN, LIMMAX, MULT, MAXI00, IPRT, ITLT (715)
3 DELTA, HIDDEN, SCALE, DBN, CENTD, TILT (6F10.3)
4 IHANN, NICE, ISMOTH (315)

5 BEAMIN, BEAMAX, DB3MIN, DB3MAX, AMPMIN, AMPMAX (6F10.3)

Outputs from Program TRNISM

. The outputs are as follows:

File FT06FOO1, the printout from TRNISM. This prints many of the entries to TRNISM
and also the value of variables stored on file FT04F00I. It also prints the range, bearing
angle, 3-dB beamwidth, array signal gain, and any sec.rndary arrival angles for each range
step.

File FT59FOO1, the intensity-versus-arrival-angle isometric plot.

File FT59FOO2, the arrival-angle-versus-range, beamwidth-versus-range, and array-signal-
gain-versus-range plots.
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Use of Program TRNISM

The following is a sample deck for running TRNISM:

Card
1 / JOB jobname,account,usercode,OPT -(T,R) ,CAT -29
2 / LIMIT BAND -250,SEC- SOO
3 / LIMIT BAND-250,SEC-100
4 /KEYBOARD
5 / JSLOPTS OPT- (F,L,M)
6 / PD PE,USERCATID8IIL6OIPE3D
7 / PD YOU, USERCAT/D--/B--/ usercode
8 / ASGP FT02FOO, YOU/ nodename/FT2FOOI, USE - SHR
9 / ASGP FT04FOO1 ,YOU/node name/ F4FOOI 1,USE -SH R

10 / ASGP FT88FOO, YOU/ nodename/ FT88FOOl, USE -SHR
11 / ASG TRNOBJ,PE/TRNISM/OBJ, USE -SHR
12 / S I3,ELBDOIS-H

18 I FD FT06FOO1,BAND -1/20/1

21 /WAIT
22 / FXQT OPT-= (I) ,GO-TRNGO,CPTIME=6000,ADDMEM =?

23 / FOSYS FT59F002,TYPE -PLOT

24 / FOSYS FT06FOOl
25 / FOSYS FT59F001,TYPE -PLOT
26 / EOi

To run the high-frequency version, card 13 is changed to

*13 /ASG LIB3 D,PE/HILIB/OLIB, USE -SHR

When a fixed-depth file is being used, that file should be assigned to FT66FOOl on card 10:

10 IASGP FT66FOO1. YOU/ nodename/fixed-depth file,USE-SHR

Card 12 assigns the object code of TRNISM. Due to the size of the output, it is necessary to
increase the size of files FTO6FOOI and FT59F001 beyond the default size. This is accomplished by
cards 18 and 20. The other cards have been explained in earlier sections.
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Appendix A
DERIVATION OF EQ. (4)

The following derivation of Eq. (4) is an extension of the procedure followed by Jensen and Krol*
for the two-dimensional problem. The index of refraction n is assumed to be constant.

First transform Eq. (3) in depth:

4f , q+ 2ik 0 4, + + k' (n' - 00 )e"'~ dz - 0. (Al)
Ir 2J

Integrate the ),~ term twice by parts and assume 4) and 4). go smoothly to zero as z - ±0.Then

114) j+ 2ikoj, + * '(n 4 ,W
r2  0k( 2 l4-,(2

where q$ (r,L 0,) - f 4e-11z ds is the depth transform of 4b.

Now transform Eq. WA) in angle and integrate by parts as before. W. assume that 4)and $)0 go
smoothly to zero as 0 - ±r. Then

2iko-), + I ko (n2  r2 1)W ~ I)A)

Slve q.( 3 ) i -(r,,0)e-mo9 dO is the angle transform of $).

Solv Eq.W),a first-order equation, to get

C?'r,m) -C, expIli'-1k2 ( 2 - O~r - 12r + _- 2(4

From this formula, note that 2o0( 
M

(r+ ArIm) - 'F(r,I,m)exp -L1- Ik 2 (n 2 - 1) -i12 m~ (A5)I2k 0  r(r + Ar) J
Inverse-transform Eq. (A5) in depth and angle to obtain Eq. (4).

As in the two-dimensional case, the limitation imposed by the assumption that n is constant is
not as severe as might be expected. The error inherent in solving the parabolic equation using this
split-step technique can be made arbitrarily small by choosing Ar, the range step, sufficiently sri.l

*F. Jensen and H. Krol. 'The Use of the Parabolic Equation Method in Sound Propagation Modelling.' SACLANTCEN
Memorandum SM-72, La Spezia, Italy. 15 Aug. 1975.
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Appendix B
EXAMPLE CASE

The following is an example execution of the NRL 3D PE model. The example problem is test
case IB from the AESD Workshop on Acoustic-Propagation Modeling by Nonray-Tracing Techniques,*
except that the sound-speed field has been given a range and azimuth dependence. Also, the example
problem is similar to that in a previous NRL report on a 2D PE modelt It indicates the capability of
the NRL 3D PE model but is not meant to represent a real ocean environment.

Figure BI depicts the region over which the acoustic field is propagated. The ocean bottom is
assumed to be flat at a depth of 5000 m. Profile A is a characterization of a typical North Pacific
sound-speed structure adjusted to include a very deep surface duct. At each depth the sound speed of
profile B is 50 m/s less than that of profile A at the corresponding depth. Similarly, the sound speeds
of profile C are 50 m/s greater than those of profile A. The acoustic frequency is 25.0 Hz, and 256 (28)
depth points and 16 (24) azimuthal angles have been specified.

PROFILE B (PROFILE A -50 m/u)

N

-I SOUCE)- - - - - -- -~-PROFILE A

" PROFILE C (PROFILE A + 50 m/s)

Fig. BI - Geometry of the sound-speed field

Figures B2 through B14 present the job decks (JSL commands and card-image input data) and
associated plots for each of the six programs comprising the NRL 3D PE model. Figures B2 and B3 are
the job deckc used to run the environment construction programs PRO3D and BOT3D respectively.
Due to the coarseness of the azimuthal sampling of the sound-speed field in this case, the contour plot
is not illustrative and hence is not presented. Figure B4 presents the job deck used to run the startup
program, START3, and Fig. B5 is the resulting plot of the sound-speed profile at the source (profile A)
and the initial acoustic field. For this example the startup field was calculated from normal modes.

Figure B6 is the job deck to run the split-step propagation program SPLCYL. Figure B7 is the job
,, •deck used to run the iransmission-loss program TL3D. and Figs. B8 through BIO are the resulting plots

of transmission loss.

Figure BI I is the job deck used to run the array-performance program, TRNISM; and Figs. BI2
through B14 are the resulting plots of bearing angle, 3-dB width, and array signal gain respectively.

"C.W. Spofford. "A Synopsis of the AESD Workshop on Acoustic-Propagation Modeling by Non-Ray-Tracing Techniques, 22-25
May 1973." Acoustic Environmental Support Detachment, Office of ?,aval Research. Technical Note TN-73-05, Nov. 1973, p. 14.tJ.S. Perkins, R.N. Baer, E.B. Wright, and L.F. Roche. "Solving the Parabolic Equation for Underwater Acoustic Propagation by

the Split-Step Algoriihm," NRL Report 8607, Aug. 1982.
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/ jib .iOdN RE.ALC10,USERLA0L,,IP1 (T,k.),LAT=S
/ LIMIT dANUS.L=5U0
/ LIMIT eAND=~,71SLL=100
/ KE Io4JARL
/ JSL3P1S 3Pr.(FtLoM)
/ P0 Pfiu:JR.AT/0'31/L60/P>3')

/PO M,Ut,(CAT/ ...
/ASGP FT~jF-U01,mt/v0LTE ST/FTO3 )FOO 1,U .L= r1
IASGP LId3LJPE/tILIb/JL~Ii, JSL Sb~k
IASGR t0NLL8,IJ LKCAT/D81/L6Ot/CCII Lo/JLibgtJ, .J(Ift
/Az.GP PROtliJ, PL/PROjlJ/(7EJUSE Sfl.(
/DISSPLA Vc~kS.L

/ NK LSPACE=I5(00L0A0=PRIt,3
INCL) DL PkOOSJ,
LIbRAPT LIts3O
L1IBR.kf CDNLI
LIbRARY DI.)POiuJ
/ KEL SVS.PkJ
/ FU) FTJbF01bAN9=1/20/1
/ FXQT JPT=(1 ),t=PR0G00,LTi4L10(00

0.000 100.000 -30.000 30.000

3.004) 00O0 3.00f)
11 11
4 2 1
5 0.000 0.000
0.00 1535. 5f) 152.40 1539.24 41&.30 1501.14. 1015.90 1471.88 5587.90 1549.00)5 150.000 0.000
0.110 153o. 50 15i.40 153-).Z4 406.O 1~ 501.14 1015.90 1471.88 55d?. (O 1549.60

5.O1P.5 00.000 30 01489.24 43f.30 1501.14 1015.90 14J1.68 5587.90 1499.6G

5 100.000 30.000
0.00 l5b6.59 154.40 1509.24 4nb.3O 1551.14 1015.90 15z1.88 5587.90 1599.60
1 4. 3 1 4
G 1

b63.498 -30.000 30.001 0.000 100.000 1420.000 1550.000 14 10
/ CAT ME/UOCTE ,TIFT02FO01,pALNN=FT0.F0Ul
/ LAT ME/ULTLST/PkOPRTA(.NM=FT06F00i1
/ CAT ME/DOCIE STPk0iPLOTACNMq=FT~.9F 00

FOSYS FT06:O0I
/ OSVS Fr59F001,rYPE=PLJT

/ EOJ

Fig. B2 -Sample job deck for program PR03D

/ Jut5 JoNAML,4CCIW.USIKCOOLA=59,OPT=(I.R)
/ L1I41T bAN0509.'_EC=00
/ LIM4IT BANO.50,SEC=I00
/ KLYBOAKO
/ JSLOPTS 0PT=(F9L9M)
/ Pb) PLUSERLAF/l)6I/L601Pt1U
/ PO At.USEkLAr/..
/ OISSPLA VERS=8.c
/ ASGP 1~a1d30PL/LIu3U/0LLJ#USt=SHR

*1Fig. B3 - Sample job deck for program BOT3D3 / A4GR B(OT3BJ9L/B0Tj4D/0BJvU~tr=5iK,
-. / WAIT

/ LNK LSPA1,=5000LAD~JT(,3
INCLUDE. 8i733J/
LICRAPT LI63 J
L18RARV 0LSSPluJ

/REL SYS*PkT
/FXOT 0PT=(I),(,OE0TG0*LPT IMt=6000

0
558 7. dib
G ATN ME/D0ZIE.4T

/CAT ME/UOLrEST/ T03FOr)1,ALNM=FT03F001
/ CAT Nc/0LI7CTLST/b6YTPKTACNN=FT06F001
/ FUSTS FT06FOOl
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/ JOB JONA ACCTuUSKCVJDtoPT=(Th).CAT=5
/ LIMIT bANCJ=50,N EC=400
/ LIMIT bAN0=519S..C=2GO

/JSLOPTS 0PT=(FL9M)
IU Pb ~ RATD1L6fEL

i PO %FUSER AT/ ...
/ ASGP ITid-001,M;-/UOLTEST/FT02F 001,USE=bItR
/ ASGP FT03FOIMt/DOCTEST/FT03F00IUSL=SHR
/ ASGP L1tS3DPEIL~b3OLII, 'SESI14
/ AbGP bTART0BJs i)AT/UjUcSi
/ DISSPLAi VERS~Tk.4

/ W#41T
/ LWK LSPA~rLl5O00()L0 TATGUJ
INCLUDE STAP.T0bJ/
LIbRART LIlbj4J
LIbRAbRT UISSPJbJ

/Fl FTO6F-0O1,d1ANj=II0/1
/X 1Cc~ PT=(1),l-SMMkTG~pCPTLME=60)U

o 1 d 4 45.J0O c~50 1555.52L i5.).898
o 4 10') 1.000 1.917 .001

I A7 Mt /U)LIL ST/FTIF00I ,U4=FT2IFO9:
/ (AT E/D6LTES1/3 ,TRTP(TACtjm=FT06F 001
/CAT 4i/DILTz ST/STRIPLOTpftCNM=T59F- 00
/I-OSYS FT06FOOt
/ OSIS FT1,I00#1YPE=PLIT

Fig. B4 - Sample job deck for program START3

INITIAL PROFILE INITIAL FIELD

-C X

.9.

*14W 1480 15Soo 1520 1540 1560 140 1.5 90 615 410

Sound Speed I m~sec) TronsmLssLon Loss (dB re 1 fneter)

Fig. B5 - Plot generated by' program START3
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/ JOB JOBNANEAC.CT09USER(,OOEOPT=(TsR),LAT=89
/ LIMIT a6AND=3009SEC-100
/ LIMIT dAND=30OSEC=200
/ KLYBOARO
/ JSLOPTS OPT=(e,LI4)
/ PO Pl.9U~RLATD'31/L60/PE3D
/ PO PEUSERLATf.e.
I ASGP FT02F001,NL/0OTEST/FT0ZFO1,tStdR
/ ASGP FT03F001I4HE/bOCTEST/FT03FO01.U~iE=Shk
/ ASGP FT21F00ZNE/DOCTESrTFzp00zlUSE=SNR
/ A,*zP SPLUBJ.',/bPLCYL/-J8JpUSE=.,Nai

*/ ASGP L1d~iuPE/L~b3OLIl1US=HR

I FD Fl06F001,bAN0=/d0/1
IWAIT'
/ NK LOAO=SPL.VL(,

INCLUDE SPLOBJI
LIPRtARY L1033
/ REL SYS.PRT
/ FXQT OPT=(±)G=SPLCVLGfoLPT1Nc=23000,AoDNMN25K

1 1
0
3 18 4 1 2 1

100.000 .250 60.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.E-10
254.000 .000 863.500 .000 1300.000 .0000

/ ftFP TUlajF4
/ CAI Nk/lOLTEST/FT88FO1.Ai4.NN=FT88FO1,UTYPZTAPt
/ CAT E/D3LTEST/2T04FOoACNw4zFT04F0OOIDFYPsTAPi
/ CAT NE/LOL.TrST/SPLPRTACNM=FTOoF0OtalTYP=TAPE
I NFRE
/ POSTS FT06FOOl

Fig. B6 - Sample job deck for program SPLCYL

I JOB J3dNANE.A~CreUSERCTlEgar.a(TR),CAr-25
I LIMIT ADf09Lzll

IKEY83ARIJ
/JSLOPTS OPT=CFLsh)

i PD PLoUSER;Ar/08l/L60/PE30
PU NEUSERLAT/...
ASGP FT8WFOO1.N4E/DOCTEST/FTSSFOOZUSEUSNtR

/ ASGP FT04F001sNc/DOL;TETFT4F001UESo
I ASGP TLObJvPEtTL3D/lSJ9US&~aS"R
/ ASGP LI63DvPE/L~s30/LIhUSEzS4R
/ D1SSPLA VtA5=.k
/ WAIT
/ LMA LSPA0.t1500,LVADsTLG0
INCLUDE TLOdJ/
LISktARY LI13D

* LIBRARY D1SS0OdJ
j REL SYS.PRT

*/ FXdQT CPTINE.12000,6PT=(I),GO.TLGOADDNENZS5K
I I 1 0 1 1

1 $63.496 0.000 0.000 100.000 e0s00 1.00 0.00 0000
I 6C.000 0.000 0.000 50006000 500.00 100.00 0.06 0.00

*11 100.000 663.498 -20.000 Z0.000 5.00 7.50 0.00 0.00
e63.498

0.000
/ MFA HJKS
/ CAT ME /DOLTE ST/TLPPT s CPN.FT06 00loUTIP-T APE
/ CAT M/0GL;TEST/TLPL0T.A6*4N.FT59F~o1,uTYP=TAPt
/ CAT 4E/D3CTEST/FILE6.ALN.T66F001,DTYP=JAPE
/ LAT At/OTLSI L&7*AN=T F01 TPTP

/NFRi
/ IOSYS FT06FOOl
/FOSTs r:I59-00,TTPk.PLOT

* Fig. 87 - Sample job deck for program TL3D
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Det 83

vesu angaafiedpt and azimuth
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q FRanhe = 99A kmn
8 L~Dpth = 873 mi

gal
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PERKINS, BAER, ROCHE, AND PALMER

q Range = 60.3 km
U Angle =0.0 deg

Depth (mn)

Fig. BIO - Program-TL3D-generated plot ol'transmission loss versus depth, at a fixed range and azimuth
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/ JOB JObNYANE, ACCTDU.70fID-PCPT=(TR),LAT=.:9
/ LLI1T 4AND~c5le.LL=5001
/ LIMIT bANU=Z5'),SEL=100
/ KEYbCA'xO
/ JbLUPT.4 1Pr=CF@LvM)
/ PD PEUSERCAT/J81/L60/PE3,
/ PD Mt9USzRLAT/..
/ ASGP FT02OO1MED.rESF02FOnI 9USE=StHf
/ AbGP T00FO.4c/CuTE/FT4FO1aUS=StR
/ ASGP PT66F001,Nt/ULTEST/FL66U~c=SIk

ASGP Tk0~P/RI41JUESi
ASGP' LI-D3tLBD/L~ULS

/ ISSPLA VtRS=b.a
/wAIT
/LNK LSPACE=I500L0AD=TRNU1

INCLUDE TiKN09J/
LIbRARV L1833
LI~kAAf 0ISSP03J

/FA(QT OPT=(I)aG TRNG0CPTIME=6J00,A3)Eiq=&5000.
25.000 25 j. 8 98  10. 000 100.000 -10.009 0.000 0.000 5.000

126 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
0.080 0*300 Z.UOO) 10.000 253.898 0.000
0 .4 1
0.000 10.000 0. 001 10.000 -10.000 0.000

0 0 0 0
/ LAT PIE 1DOOLTTRPRT9 ACtNFTO6F001
/CAT Mc/0OCTc!)T/TRPLOTlACNK=FT59F001
ICAT MEljCTEST/1'RPLOT2,ACNM=FT59F0Q,
/FOSIS F706FOOI
I OSYS FT59 0019TYPE=PLOT

Fig. BI I -Sample job deck for program TRNISM

Q BEARING ANGLE

10 1 0 40 80 60 86 16 00 10
Range (kmn)

Fig. B12 - Program-TRNISM-generated plot of bearing angle
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Q 3-dB WIDTH

10 OD 90 40 6 0 0 80 go 100

Range (kin)

Fig. B13 - Program-TRNISM-generated plot of 3-dB width

ARRAY SIGNAL GAIN

Range (kmn)

Fig. B14 - Proglram-TRNISM-generated plot of array signal gain
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